Application Note 322
Flex Power Modules

In-System
Programming Guide –
3E Series Power Modules

Abstract
This application note provides information on
communicating with Flex 3E Series Digital Power Modules
while they are already placed “in-system”. Specifically, we
discuss what changes are available while the power output
is enabled, referred to as Operation Changes.
Additionally, we guide through designing your power
system to support in-system configuration updates allowing you to potentially configure parts without the
need of ordering pre-configured products or using a
contract manufacturer.
This application note applies to the following products:
BMR456/457
BMR461
BMR462/463/464/466
BMR465
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Introduction
This application note provides information on
communicating with Flex 3E Series Digital Power Products
while they are already placed “in-system” - such as altering
the state of the operation while enabled or reconfiguring
the product.

Review of the PMBus Memory Model
PMBus devices work by having multiple layers of ‘nonvolatile’ storage, where its contents along with the PMBus
commands written after startup determine the state of the
‘RAM’, a volatile store that is used in determining the actual
output voltage, fault limits, compensation, etc.

This guide assumes that your host controller is capable
of communicating via PMBus (more information on this
topic is in AN304 – Microcontroller Programming).

In the diagram below, the User Store and Default Store are
both non-volatile storage, and after startup certain values
may be changed while the product is enabled, which we’ll
refer to as ‘Operation Changes’. Additionally, in certain
scenarios you may want to update the contents of the User
Store after the product is already in the system, which we’ll
refer to as ‘Configuration Updates’.

Additionally, before diving into the details of
configuration & memory let’s first review the PMBus
memory model, as understanding it helps understand
how in-system programming affects the product.

4 RAM

VOUT_COMMAND
VOUT_COMMAND
VOUT_MARGIN_HIGH
VOUT_COMMAND
VOUT_MARGIN_HIGH
VOUT_MARGIN_LOW
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The RAM reflects the state of how the module will operate It’s where the Default & User Stores load their settings into
during power-on (or during a RESTORE_USER_ALL or
RESTORE_DEFAULT_ALL command). It is also where commands
written via PMBus after startup are placed. In this example, the
VOUT_MARGIN_HIGH command is written after startup via PMBus,
overriding the value stored in the Default store.

3 User Store
The User Store is loaded third to RAM during powerup
along with any pin-strapped values. This is where the
Flex Power Designer will usually store your configuration
after it loads your configuration via PMBus.

2 Default Store
The Default Store is loaded second to RAM during powerup
along with any pin-strapped values. On Flex Modules,
the Default Storage is protected from changes since it
contains factory-set calibration values.

1 Factory Store & Pinstraps
The Factory Store & Pinstraps are loaded first to RAM during powerup.
This is a combination of hard-coded values by the module’s firmware,
and looking at pinstrap values such at VSET.

Input Power Applied
After input power is applied, the product will load
parameters in the order shown above.

Figure 1. The memory model of a PMBus-compliant device with User & Default Stores. Following the indicators shown, the RAM (the topmost layer) will be loaded with the following command
values when the device’s input power is applied:
- VOUT_COMMAND will be loaded with the value set by the VSET pinstrap.
- VOUT_TRIM will be loaded with the value stored in the Default Store.
- VOUT_MARGIN_LOW will be loaded with the value in the User Store (the user store overrides Default Store values)
- VOUT_MARGIN_HIGH will initially be loaded with the value in the Default Store on powerup, but will be overridden with a value set afterwards via PMBus communication
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Operation Changes
Operation changes refers to changing how the product
works while it is enabled, but does not involve storing
changes to the non-volatile storage. A very common
scenario is changing the output voltage while the product
is enabled.

Other Changes While Enabled
For any other operation changes that need to be performed
while enabled, please contact a Flex FAE for assistance.
Much of what can be done is product-specific due to
variations in how the digital controller’s firmware works,
and also depends on how the controller is operating when
the command is sent (i.e. whether the product is currently
handling a transient response, fault, etc.).

Changing Voltage While Enabled
For a product that is not using current sharing, you may
change the voltage just by setting VOUT_COMMAND to the
new value, provided the new value still falls within your
fault and warning thresholds.
The upper limit you can set VOUT_COMMAND or the
margin commands is dependent on the highest-allowed
value VOUT_MAX (which may be determined from the VSET
resistor setting) or the value currently set as the VOUT_OV_
FAULT_LIMIT/VOUT_OV_WARN_LIMIT.
Changing Vout while Current-sharing
If performing these steps with a BMR463/464/466-based
current-sharing rail, we do not recommend directly
changing VOUT_COMMAND while enabled in the nominal
state. Instead, we recommend changing one of the margin
target voltages (VOUT_MARGIN_HIGH / VOUT_MARGIN_
LOW) then transitioning to that margin state using the
OPERATION command.
This approach ensures that the voltage transition will be
synchronized across all phases, and will transition at the
ramp set in VOUT_TRANSITION_RATE. To clarify, these are
the steps:
1.

Assuming the product is already enabled in a nominal
state (i.e. it’s operating at the voltage set in VOUT_
COMMAND), write the desired voltage in either
VOUT_MARGIN_LOW or VOUT_MARGIN_HIGH to all
phases (preferably write the voltage into the
appropriate command depending on whether it’s
higher or lower than the voltage set in VOUT_
COMMAND)

2.

Change the OPERATION to be in the appropriate
margin state you wrote your new voltage in. This
should be issued to the master phase in the current
sharing group. For Margin Low, you’d set OPERATION to
0x98, and for Margin High it will be 0xA8. Alternatively
this may be done via the margin pin.

3.

While in the margin state, you may update the value of
VOUT_COMMAND across all phases to the updated
value. Then you can change your state via the
OPERATION command back to be enabled-nominal
(0x88) to the master phase.
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Configuration Updates
Configuration Updates is where a product’s configuration
needs to change and be stored in non-volatile memory
after the product has already been inserted in-system.
Configuration Updates helps facilitate design changes and
helps streamline your production process by leveraging ‘offthe-shelf’ products without using a separate programmer.
To safely support configuration updates, we recommend
the following:

2) Use delays on appropriate commands, notably storagerelated commands: When issuing STORE or RESTORE
commands, a delay is needed afterwards before sending
any other commands. This is to account for time to write to
the non-volatile flash memory. Specific times for the
storage commands, as well as other commands, are
included in AN302 or the Technical Specification of the
product. For convenience, some delay times are also
included in Appendix 1.

1) Design for system-driven enable: Design the power
system such that the products may be enabled via PMBus,
or have its control pin set driven the host controller. This is
because we only officially support changing a configuration
while the product is in a disabled state, thus the product
will need to be temporarily disabled for reconfiguration,
then set back to be enabled. The reason is related to the
limitations of the controllers we currently use. This said, if
there is a situation where you must either change a
product’s configuration while enabled or change it while
being tied to a constant enable-pin, contact a Flex FAE for
assistance, as there may be some workarounds to resolve
this.

3) Perform a power-cycle after configuration: Certain
commands will not take effect until after the input power is
cycled.
In-system Configuration Steps: Updating or reconfiguring a
product follows these steps:
1) Disable the output voltage either via PMBus disable or
control pin.
2) Issue commands following one of the ‘Configuration’
templates in Table X, depending on whether your intent is
to modify your existing configuration or completely
reconfigure the product.
3) Power-cycle the product if required, otherwise re-enable
the product’s output.
These steps are outlined in the configuration scripts in
Table 1 below.

Modifying and adding settings
to an existing configuration:

Clearing the existing configuration
and reconfiguring:

## Step 1. Disable the output
##
and refresh User Store
##
(clearing unsaved RAM values)
SET address=20
01 WRITE_BYTE 00 #Disable via OPERATION
#(0x01) command

##Step 1. Disable the output
##
and clear the User Store.
##
SET address=20
01 WRITE_BYTE 00 #Disable via OPERATION
#(0x01) command

16 SEND_BYTE #RESTORE_USER_ALL
DELAY 100 #100ms delay after store/restore

12 SEND_BYTE #RESTORE_DEFAULT_ALL
DELAY 100 #100ms delay after store/restore

## Step 2. Modify Configuration.
##
Insert commands to be added
##
or modified in the User Store here.

## Step 2. Reconfiguration.
##
Insert all commands to be added
##
in the User Store here.

## Step 3. Store the updated settings and
##
Re-enable
15 SEND_BYTE #STORE_USER_ALL
DELAY 100 #100ms delay after store/restore
01 WRITE_BYTE 80 #Enable via OPERATION (0x01)
command

## Step 3. Store the updated settings and
##
Re-enable
15 SEND_BYTE #STORE_USER_ALL
DELAY 100 #100ms delay after store/restore
01 WRITE_BYTE 80 #Enable via OPERATION (0x01)
command

Table 1. Command templates to modify configuration or clear and reconfigure the product. These are formatted in the SMBS format and may be used with the Flex ‘SMBus Tool’. If using an earlier-generation
product without a user store, please contact a Flex FAE for more information.
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As bolded in Table 1, the actual difference between
modifying versus reconfiguring a product just depends
on whether RESTORE_USER_ALL or RESTORE_
DEFAULT_ALL is used before issuing new commands
to be stored. Generally you may want to just modify an
existing configuration if you’re changing just a few
commands. However, if you need to reset certain
commands back to their default values, reconfiguration
must be done. This is due to a limitation on most
products where the firmware currently don’t support
the RESTORE_DEFAULT_CODE command.

Using Flex Power Designer to Help with Operation Changes
& In-System Configuration Updates
One of the common issues when using your host
controller is knowing how exactly commands should be
communicated across the bus. It’s recommended that
you read AN304 (Microcontroller Programming for 3E
Digital Products) for more information. In addition, Flex
Power Designer’s “Export to SMBS file” feature exports to
the smbus tool (SMBS) format. This format includes PMBus
command codes and arranges data bytes in the correct
order to be sent consecutively on the bus.
The example shown earlier in Table 1 follows the SMBS
format, and a full specification of the format is included
with the Flex Power Designer installation. To export your
project to the format, open your project and then in the File
menu click on Export -> Export to SMBS Configuration File,
as shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2. Example of making a single change to a new project then exporting it as an SMBS file. This exported file is then modified as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Modifying an SMBS file exported from Flex Power Designer to function as an update

After saving the file, open it in a text editor and look for
the product address you want to reconfigure. If you are
planning to just modify an existing configuration with a
subset of changes, you will want to extract only the
commands related to the update.

either the BMR461 input power be cycled after a
configuration update occurs before it is re-enabled, or
one of the workarounds below is performed.

Figure 3 illustrates this by taking the exported file from
Figure 2 and modifying it to follow the update template
shown in Table 1. In the example, the intent is to only
introduce the modification of VOUT_COMMAND, and
not alter the state of operation control, so the
configuration update script is trimmed down to only
introduce that change. Additionally, a time delay is
introduced per-command as noted in the product’s
technical specification – this delay is already present
when using the USB-PMBus dongle due to USB
transmission delays, but needs to be known when
communicating in-system with the host controller. For
convenience, Appendix 1 provides a table of some
known time delays between certain commands.
Product Specific Considerations
When communicating with the products in-system,
there are some product-specific considerations to take
note of. For additional information on command issues,
consult the product’s technical specification.

If modifying an existing configuration, you can work
around this issue by ensuring that the configuration
update occurs before any other PMBus values are
written after powerup. This allows you to avoid
issuing the RESTORE_USER_ALL command
beforehand. To do this safely requires that you are
controlling the enable state via the enable pin, or
can issue enable via the OPERATION command
every time upon powerup.

•

If reconfiguring without a power-cycle, another
alternative is to retain then configure a value for all
commands (i.e. your configuration as well as
default values) – this workaround is what is performed
by the Flex Power Designer, and is also what will
appear in its SMBS export.

BMR462-466
VOUT_MAX delay - It is recommended that a 10ms
delay is added after issuing the VOUT_MAX command.
This is to provide the device firmware additional time to
re-calculate default values dependent on this value
(nominal/margin defaults, etc.)

BMR461
Configuration updates & issuing RESTORE
commands - The BMR 461 has a known issue with
how it’s RESTORE commands work where a number of
command values (such as the operating voltage, etc.)
will change to non-default value after issuing a
RESTORE_USER_ALL or RESTORE_DEFAULT_ALL
command. Because of this, it is recommended that
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Appendix 1 - Command Delay Times
As mentioned earlier, there are specific delay times for products when communicating with them over PMBus, due to how
the internal firmware works. Below are tables for delay timings for the products covered in this guide. Delay timings for other
products may be found in their technical specification.

BMR 456/457
Delay Time Required
After Sending Command

Command Name

Comment

Bus-free time required between any STOP and START condition on the bus:
Any transaction

STORE_DEFAULT_ALL
STORE_USER_ALL
RESTORE_DEFAULT_ALL
RESTORE_USER_ALL

1.3 μs

This is a minimum required bus free time
between commands.

5ms

This delay is required to allow the firmware to
perform operations with the Non-volatile memory.

BMR 462/463/464/465/466
Delay Time Required
After Sending Command

Command Name

Comment

Bus-free time required between any STOP and START condition on the bus:
Any transaction

1.3 μs

This is a minimum required bus free time
between commands.

Delay times required between subsequent transactions to the same device:
All Commands

STORE_DEFAULT_ALL
STORE_USER_ALL
RESTORE_DEFAULT_ALL
RESTORE_USER_ALL
VOUT_MAX
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2ms when reading
10ms when writing

This delay is required due to known
limitations in the controller’s firmware.

100ms

This delay is required to allow the firmware to
perform operations with the Non-volatile memory.

10ms

This delay is required to allow the firmware time to
recalculate default values dependent on VOUT_MAX.
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BMR 461
Delay Time Required
After Sending Command
(in Milliseconds)

Command Name

Comment

Bus-free time required between any STOP and START condition on the bus:
Any transaction

1.3 μs

This is a minimum required bus free time
between commands.

Delay times required between subsequent transactions to the same device:
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STORE_DEFAULT_ALL
STORE_USER_ALL
DEADTIME_GCTRL

500ms

USER_CONF
MANUF_CONF

350ms

RESTORE_USER_ALL
RESTORE_DEFAULT_ALL
FREQUENCY_SWITCH

10ms

VOUT_DROOP
IOUT_CAL_GAIN
ADAPTIVE_MODE
FEEDBACK_EFFORT
LOOP_CONFIG
COMP_MODEL
ZETAP

0.5ms

This delay is required to allow the firmware to
perform operations with the Non-volatile memory.
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Formed in the late seventies, Flex Power Modules is a division of Flex
that primarily designs and manufactures isolated DC/DC converters and non-isolated voltage
products such as point-of-load units ranging in output power from 1 W to 700 W. The products
are aimed at (but not limited to) the new generation of ICT (information and communication
technology) equipment where systems’ architects are designing boards for optimized control
and reduced power consumption.

Flex Power Modules
Torshamnsgatan 28 A
164 94 Kista, Sweden
Email: pm.info@flex.com

Flex Power Modules - Americas
600 Shiloh Road
Plano, Texas 75074, USA
Telephone: +1-469-229-1000

Flex Power Modules - Asia/Pacific
Flex Electronics Shanghai Co., Ltd
33 Fuhua Road, Jiading District
Shanghai 201818, China
Telephone: +86 21 5990 3258-26093

The content of this document is subject to revision without notice due to
continued progress in methodology, design and manufacturing. Flex shall
have no liability for any error or damage of any kind resulting from the use
of this document

Flex Power Modules
flex.com/expertise/power/modules
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